# QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE: Charger Indicator Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charger</th>
<th>Indicator Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **5-AMP MERITS CHARGER** (ELECHG1000) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |
| **5-AMP BATTERY MAXIMIZER** (ELEASMB5293) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |
| **5-AMP POWER CUBE** (ELE110V1044) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |
| **8-AMP LESTER** (ELE110V1041) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |
| **8-AMP CTE** (ELEASMB5669) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |
| **2-AMP OFF-BOARD CHARGER** (OLD: ELECHG1001) (NEW: ELECHG1007) or (ELECHG1015) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |
| **3-AMP OFF-BOARD CHARGER** (ELEASMB5713) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |
| **4-AMP GUEST ONBOARD** (POWER CHAIR: ELECHG1018) (SCOOTER: ELECHG1019) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |
| **5-AMP GUEST ONBOARD** (ELE110V1037) | **LED INDICATIONS:**  
  - **Power Light**  
    - Red: Power is on  
    - Green: A/C Connected  
    - Slow Red: Over 80% Charged  
    - Flashing Red: Fault  
  - **Status Light**  
    - Flashing Yellow: Under 80% Charged  
    - Solid Yellow: Full Charge  
    - Solid Green: Full Charge  
  - **Extended LED:**  
    - Flashing Green: 80% Charged  
    - Extended Green: Fault (after more than 24 hours)  |